The Function Rooms

The Garden

The first thing you will see upon entering Villa Augustus
through the main entrance on the Oranjelaan is the
Market. The Market houses a bakery that produces all our
sourdough bread, cookies, cakes and pies. There is also a
kitchen where the vegetables are washed, the fish are cut
and cleaned, stocks are prepared and preserves are made.
Practically everything that is used in Villa Augustus is
for sale in the market: fresh bread, pies and
cookies, jams, vegetables from the garden,
olive oil, our home-made pasta, flowers and wine.
There are new things to see and buy nearly every
week. Determined by the season, just as in the
garden. Special books, art, bric-a-brac... too much to
mention. You can relax at a table with a glass of wine and a
delicious snack. Or, just like the fresh vegetables, you can
take smaller dishes home with you. Come and take a look!

The former engine room of the water tower now features
two function rooms. Both have the atmosphere of an
industrial monument as well as being open to the garden.
They measure around 80 m2 each, and are ideal for all
kinds of activities, including (multi-day) business
meetings, lunches, afternoon tea or dinner, receptions,
presentations, weddings, etc. In good weather, you can
also use the garden.

On the same spot where once the water basins for
Dordrecht’s water tower were located, we created a
garden. We envisaged a garden that would do justice to all
the images that the thought of a garden evokes. A garden
that supplies food, a garden that is a feast for the eye and
delight for the nose, a garden that reflects the changes of
the seasons, a garden where sun and moon, wind and
water, air and rain can be felt. A garden that makes
you feel uplifted and humble at the same time.
A garden that reminds you of all the promises
and possibilities that lie ahead. A garden that inspires
the cook and that in turn is inspired by the kitchen –
the cook and the gardener, the gardener and the cook.
There is an entrance garden, a vegetable garden for
fresh produce, a garden full of berries, a hothouse for
grapes and a greenhouse. But we also have a Giardino
Segreto in which you can disappear, a copse to roam about,
an orchard with apples, pears, plums, cherries and of
course the indispensable bees. And, last but not least, an
Italian garden. The water is never far away, be it the river
Wantij, Noord, Merwede or Oude Maas.
The garden is surrounded by walls that were built with
rocks and stones that we found when the water basins and
quay walls were dismantled. The garden has many more
features, which we won’t mention here because we suggest
that you come and discover them for yourself. The garden
is open for visitors during the opening hours of Villa
Augustus. Enjoy the garden to the full, but please stay
on the paved paths and make sure your kids do so as well.

From mid-April until November the Limonaia, a hothouse
for lemon trees, is available as a venue for parties as well.

Rates
Function rooms in the water tower
Lunch or dinner: maximum 40 persons
Reception, presentation: maximum 60 persons
Business meetings: maximum 28 persons
Daytime: ¤ 55 per hour, with a minimum of 3 hours
Evening: ¤ 250
Limonaia
Lunch or dinner: maximum 60 persons
Reception, presentation: maximum 100 persons
Daytime: ¤ 110 per hour, with a minimum of 3 hours
Evening: ¤ 500
These rates do not include special services or facilities.
All rates are subject to change.

Guided tours
Guided tours for a maximum of 12 people are available on
request. A maximum of two groups is possible. The tour
takes around one hour and costs €45.

Cruises
Villa Augustus has two boats available for round trips,
either through the canals in the historic centre of
Dordrecht (1 hour) or the wetland area of the Hollandse
Biesbosch (2 hours). Price € 90 per hour including
skipper with a maximum of 8 passengers per boat.
We can provide a picknick basket.

For more information about the possibilities for food and
drinks, or the availability of the function rooms, or if you
want to make a reservation, please contact us.

Dogs
Dogs are only allowed in the restaurant
and on the restaurant terrace.

Smoking
Smoking is allowed only on the terraces
around the hotel and the restaurant.
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The Hotel

The Restaurant

For centuries the so-called Groothoofd, not far from the water
tower on the northern edge of Dordrecht, was a meeting point
for travellers, writers and painters. They had full view of the
magnificent crossroads of rivers under the ever changing skies
filled with towering clouds. Many acclaimed to have found
here the ‘face of Holland’. In just one glance, land as well as
water and skies can be seen in all their vastness and depth.
The reflection on this enormous surface of water lends a special
quality to the light that is hard to define. Some simply call it
Dordt’s light. FB

The restaurant of Villa Augustus is located in the middle
of the vegetable garden. Here staff and visitors alike can
experience the change of the seasons from spring to
summer to autumn to winter. The open kitchen is the
heart of the restaurant in both the literal
and figurative sense. Here the treasures
that each season has to offer are transformed into delightful and delicious dishes.
The menu changes regularly according to the
seasons. The kitchen uses mainly organically
grown produce and ingredients that are produced in a sustainable way. We have a soft
spot for local delicacies, but we will use good food from
other sources in our menu as well.

info@villa-augustus.nl – www.villa-augustus.nl
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The picture
The story of Villa Augustus starts with a picture. This
picture was taken from an aeroplane, somewhere around
1930. The photographer captured the scene below him:
a mixture of rivers, small harbours and strips of land that
together formed a patchwork landscape.
He saw the Biesbosch wetlands nudging up against the city
of Dordrecht. On one of these strips of land stood a water
tower, like a castle surrounded by water. The centre of
attention, majestic and inescapably beautiful.
One day in 2003 a couple of enterprising people set eyes
on this picture in the City Hall. It immediately triggered
their imagination. They realised that the water tower was
still there, although not in use anymore. And they had a
vision of this beautiful tower being put to new use. A hotel
for instance. Imagine sleeping in a former water storage
tower! The surrounding premises, that once had been
water as the picture showed, could be turned into water
again, recreating the original situation with room for the
river Vlij to flow once more. The more recent pumping
station, built in 1942 and therefore not in the picture,
could be the fitting location for a restaurant and a market.
Frits Baarda

Hotel on the Wantij with 45 rooms
Restaurant with 200 seats open on
Monday to Thursday from 7.00 a.m.–12.00 a.m.
Friday from 7.00 a.m. – 1.00 a.m.
Saturday from 8.00 a.m. – 1.00 a.m.
Sunday from 8.00 a.m. – 12.00 a.m.

Breakfast, lunch and dinner
(The kitchen closes at 10.45 p.m.)

Market with in-store bakery
open from 8.30 a.m. – 10.30 p.m.

Two function rooms (business and private)
in the water tower and one in the Limonaia
1.5 Hectares of garden (featuring a vegetable
garden, fruit orchard, Italian garden and a copse)

Quay for boat taxis
Cruises
Guided tours

From the hotel windows with a view of the Wantij to the
north east, the flow of the rivers can be traced. This is
where the present day visitor can experience the breathtaking view that has been admired for centuries and that
has drawn so many artists to the shores of Dordrecht.
Watching the sunset from this point of view is simply
spectacular. The rooms facing south east offer a soothing
view of the gardens, where people work quietly or enjoy
a pleasant stroll. In the background stands the restaurant
in the former pumping station. The annexes also feature
hotel rooms, and so does the garden. There are even hotel
rooms on the river Wantij!
The hotel has two special rooms to offer. One is a private
lodge in a secret garden, aptly called Giardino Segreto.
The other is a room on top of the water tower with a
panoramic view on Dordrecht. On clear days you can see
as far as Rotterdam with its landmark Euromast.

The pride of the chef is a wood fired oven that we
use to roast or bake all kinds of foods: fish,
pigeon, tomatoes, beetroot and so on. A fixed
feature on our menu is pizza from this oven.
Some ingredients of the pizza however may
change according to the seasons.
Daily specials are announced on blackboards above the
kitchen. They can be inspired by produce from the garden
or by extraordinary ingredients that our chef has managed
to acquire. Some examples are gooseberry ice cream,
rillettes of wild boar with stewed prunes or soup of fresh
marrow fat peas.
Our wine list is modest and offers carefully selected
wines.
The restaurant accepts reservations for groups of up to
sixteen persons. For larger parties (and smaller parties
as well) one of the function rooms can be booked.
The restaurant also features a terrace adjoining the
garden.

Room Rates

For breakfast, lunch and dinner

All rooms are twin rooms. There are three family rooms.
Rates, depending on size and location, are € 125, € 135,
or € 155 per night. The rates for the two special rooms are
€ 190 and € 210.

Open on: Monday to Thursday from 7.00 a.m. - 12.00 a.m.
Friday from 7.00 a.m. to 1.00 a.m.
Saturday from 8.00 a.m. to 1.00 a.m.
Sunday from 8.00 a.m. to 12.00 a.m.

